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Rutledge becomes free man;
knee injury prevents induction
By BRAD BOLLINGER
Palo AltoKenneth Rutledge. a
1970 graduate of San lose State
University. announced at a hastily
called press conference Friday in his
attorney’s office that he has been officially disqualified from the army.
Rutledge. who was recently served
duty
order
a
continuing
following the dismissal of a draft
evasion charge, reported to Oakland
Army Base for induction last
Wednesday where he was disqualified for induction because of an
injured right knee.
"Relieved" was how Rutledge described his feelings after he was disqualified. He said after he left
Oakland Army base a free man he
immediately went to Federal court
building in San Francisco to watch
his attorney. Jerry Berg, win a case
for a person in a situation similar to
his.
Rutledge admitted the system did
work in his case, but he still had some
criticism.
He noted that at his pre-induction
physical in 1966 he was found
physically fit for induction despite
the presentation of the same medical
reports that were considered by army
doctors last Wednesday.
"It all depends on the doctor you
get." Rutledge asserted. But he
conceded the Selective Service is
"following medical regulations a little more now."
statement,
typewritten
In
a
Rutledge said, "If the deferment
regulations and the lottery do not
make the Selective Service unfair
enough, the arbitrary manner in
which the processing occurs does."
"As a matter of conscience."
Rutledge said even if he would have
been found physically fit to be inducted into the Army last Wednesday he would "refuse induction and
accept the consequences of that
decision."
Calling the Vietnam war the
"greatest force of divisiveness"
during the last eight years. Rutledge

said now that the official cease -lire is
in force the issue of amnesty should
be considered.
"This issue affects the lives of
thousands of men, like myself, who
chose to resist induction, or having
been inducted, chose to put their
future at stake rather than

into are, serious considerat ion
should be given to what is best for
America.
"I truly feel that the sooner this
country can put the Vietnam war
behind it, the sooner we can begin to
concentrate on the importance of
bringing America back together." he
added.
Rutledge’s wife, a native of
Sweden, also attended the press
conference. Noting she had visited
the United States several times, she
said she thought the country had
"changed for the better."
Rutledge and his wife plan to
return to Sweden in two weeks to he
may finish his master’s program at
Lund University. At the end of the
summer they will return to the U.S.
where he plans to make a career in the
field of economics.
"I would like to live here Rutledge
concluded.

Wallace

identified

himself

as

lames Widner and paid $170 cash for
the first month’s rent and deposit fee.
Wallace came by himself to rent the
two bedroom, third floor unit. It
wasn’t until Wednesday that Owens
found out that two other people
would be sharing the apartment with
Wallace.
A "hippie -type" is how Owens
remembered Wallace. "He was very
poker-faced. had shoulder length
hair and wore an expensive looking
black leather jacket.
"Severin was very quiet. hut cool."
Owens stated. "and the girl was
outgoing and friendly but plain
looking."
On the day of the trio’s apprehension the apartment manager
had talked briefly with Miss McKee!.
"She asked a few questions about
San lose and said she was originally
from Long Beach," he said. "She did
ask me about the police in the area
and how tight they were." he added.
Severin and McKeel were captured
in a grocery store located across the
street from their apartment.
"It was close to 5 p.m. and I saw the
girl and guy go across the street and
into the store." Owens said. "then all
the FBI agents pulled up."
Wallace had been arrested a few
hours earlier in a grocery store on
10th and keyes streets. Michel Issit
Mitri. father of the store manager,
was in the back ciffir.it the time of
Wallace’s arrest.

The office, built with a window
that overlooks the store. is elevated a
bit higher than the store.
"I was standing up. eating my
lunch when a man stopped outside
the window and asked me if We had a
bathroom." he said. "I said VeS and
told him to come to the side of the office."
Just as Wallace was reaching for
the knob two hands reached out that
held two revolvers, and voices said
freeze.
"I thought it was H holdup until 1
found out that the guns were pointed
at him and not at me." Mitri said.
Wallace and Severin were
arraigned in a guarded room of the
Santa Clara Countyk jail. 180 W.
Hedding, Miss McKeel stood before
the magistrate in a tiny public
visiting room at the Elmwood
Rehabilitation Center for women in
Mil pit as.
Wallace and Miss McKeel were
charged with the Ian. 26 robbery of a
Portland savings and loan office.
Miss McKeel was also charged with
using a firearm during a robbery.
Severin was charged with two
counts of illegally receiving and
possessing fire arms and three counts
of presenting false identification In
obtain firearms.
Bail stood at $100.000 for Wallace.
$50,000 for Miss McKeel and $25.000
for Severin.

Ask not for whom the booth tollsAlvisans protest poor conditions
Ken SIslo

Kenneth Rutledge
participate in a war they felt was
wrong."
Rutledge said he favored complete
unqualified amnesty but he said it is
up to the government to decide or at
least initiate some discussion of the
possibility of amnesty.
"It is my belief," he said. "that
whatever one’s feelings about these

Warden researching at Ames

A roadblock and toll -booth were
two
Alviso’s
on
erected
thoroughfares on Saturday morning.
The obstacles lacked legal
authorization. said police.
Some residents of the tiny San lose
off-shoot. by Highway 237, resorted
to collecting vehicle tolls to protest
alleged negligence from the San lose
City Council. Alviso’s population is
Mexican mostly
2000.
about
Americans.
"It does not matter if we are
arrested," said Savas Alvarez. 23.
"Alviso is in had need for improvements. We will do anything to
get them."
Alvarez helped man the booth on
the Gold Street bridge. Another
the
spray -painted
young
man

Astronaut sees shuttle
By MARVIN KUSOMOTO
Special to the Daily
For most Americans, to visit the
moon is limited to watching the
television set during the Apollo
flights. For Lt, Col. Alfred M.
Worden, it became a reality as the
command module commander on
Apollo 15.
Worden came to S1SU Thursday
night to speak before an overflow
house of the student chapter of the
American Meteorological Society
about his lunar trip and his current
NASA project at Ames Research
Center in Mountain View.
It said manned space exploration

For most people the Monday
morning blahs. although seemingly
endless, disappear as the week
moves on.
But for two young men and a
teenage girl, booked on federal
charges late last week. the Monday
blahs are just the beginning of a long
week. The trio, arraigned on Friday.
now awaits further word on ease
proceedings.
At first it was reported by the local
media that the threesome was being
held in connection with the Ian. 2 and
fan. 4 bombings of military
recruitment
offices in Oregon.
However, no bombing charges were
read at Friday’s arraignment.
Chester Benson Wallace. 23. San
lose: Max William Seyerin, 20.
Pqrtland: and Leslie Anne McKeel.
18. Eugene. Ore.. were arrested
Thursday by FBI agents aided by San
lose police and the Santa Clara
County Sheriff’s department. The
arrests occurred a few blocks from
San lose State University.
The three had lived in their
apartment, 628 S. 10th St., just one
day.
Jim Owens, SISI I senior and
manager of the apartment building.
said Wallace had approached him
late Tuesday afternoon and said he
needed "a place to hang for a month or

will end soon for the United States
and will he replaced by the space
shuttle system by 1978 or 1979. "The
whole thrust of the space shuttle
program is to reduce the cost of the
launch so that we can start to do
something useful from orbit." he said.
His current project at Ames
Research Center is aligned with this
new thrust. "Some of that useful
business we can do from orbit is in
the earth survey, environmental
survey field. We can develop.
someday, the kind of sensors to go on
shuttles to do the very kind of things
the earth needs to have done." he
said.
tions, he said. One is the air borne

Ex -astronaut Alfred M. Worden

Jan Swum

scientific office which uses high.
flying aircraft, photography and sensors to measure the environment,
pollution, crops and weather.
To achieve this high altitude
flying, the group is using the high
altitude research plane. better known
as the U-2 spy plane.
Worden said that within five years
the U-2 or any other plane used then
would no longer be sufficient for
their work. The payloads of the
airplanes are too small to carry the
increasing mass of equipment for the
study.
The other direction of the project is
the use of satellites for this purpose.
Worden was selected for the space
program in 1966 and specialized in
instrument
and
astronautics
engineering. He later helped in
redesigning the Apollo command
craft after the first Apollo disaster
which took three astronaut lives.
On July 31. 1971. at 9:34 in the
morning, with Col. David R. Scott
and Lt. Col. lames B. Erwin. Worden
blasted off for the moon. "We sat for
three days looking out the window.
like most tourists do," he said.
After achieving orbit. Scott and
Erwin landed on the moon with
Worden working in the command
module. Worden said 65 per cent of
the information collected from the
trip was collected from the command
module.
He said the moon is a dead planet
with no water and no hydroxyl inns,
except for a small amount left in a
landing craft from a previous Apollo
mission.
He also said that the outer crust of
the moon is much denser than the
center of the moon. He explained that
the inner crust of the moon WRS at one
time the crust and the current outer
crust is a coating of heavier dust and
material collected from space.
The former astronaut speculated
that the USSR is planning a manned
space venture to the moon in the
future. They have been working on
the project since their accident with
the three cosmonauts, he said. "They
are capable of going anywhere they
want."
The docking maneuvers between
he USSR and the United States to be
held around July 1975, is strictly
"show biz," he said. The United
States has been doing it for years.
"It’s the fact that we are actually
doing something cooperatively and
in a friendly way with the Russians."
he said.
When asked whether he felt disappointed in not being part of the landing party, he said. "No. there was
more science being carried on in the
command ship. It depends what you
want to do. It’s nice to command an
audience of 50 million hut it doesn’t
take much to collect rocks."

wooden structure red, white and
green.
"Only one month ago." Alvarez
said. "we went to city hall to ask the
mayoraboutimprovements. We even
had a slide show showing the holes
and craters and other poor conditions...the council said we’re still
not part of San lose. And they are
taking our tax money."
Manuel Gonzalez, 28.a law student
at Lincoln University. said. "We
presented a petition of 366 residents’
signatures to Mayor Mineta on Feb.
3. We haven’t heard from him at all."
Alviso was a separate town four
years ago. A popular election decided
the consolidation of Alviso with San
lose.
"We want a new election."
Gonzalez said. "Some of us do not
think it was legally won. There was
only a margin of nine or so votes."
According to Gonzalez. Alvisans
took the election dispute to court.
won, but a mistrial was declared. He
said the case is now in the California
Court of Appeals for "an indefinite
period of time."
The town is a sparse collection of

old houses of peeling stucco and
paint. Many buildings are raised
because of heavy rains. Mud seems to
dominate the town.
"They want to get rid of the
people," Julian Rosales. 20, a biology
major at University of Santa Clara.
said. He referred to some business
interests.
"They want to built up an empire
like Los Angeles," he continued. "We
have a Marina here and they want to
expand it into a yacht club. Fess
Parker’s Frontierland is going to be
built here, less than two miles away.
They want this land for that and the
motels that go with it."
Father Lawrence Goode, head of
the Alviso Ad Hoc Committee, agreed
with the statement. He is a priest at
Our Lady of Peace Church."We’ll just
have to appeal to the general community for support." said Father
Goode about future protest plans.
Some drivers donated more than
the 25 cents asked for. Most of the
traffic. said Father Goode, was
boating enthusiasts headed for the
Alviso Marina.
"Residents of Alviso and patients

Wads Howell

Alviso residents collect tolls.

of the local medical facility." he said.
would be exempt from the soliciting.
A single San lose policeman
appeared at the bridge earlier that
morning. In a polite manner, he gave
a document to the protestors
specifying what laws they were
violating.
Of the Municipal code they were:
persons other than officers shall not
direct traffic, no person shall stand in
a roadway, a permit will be required
to temporarily close a street.
In the penal code: accosting people
in a public place to solicit, putting up
an obstacle in a public place. using
devices.
unauthorized
traffic
walking out of a crosswalk, and
walking on a roadivay.
The patrolman advised an actual
"toll" could not be collected. He indicated a "donation" would be wiser
to ask for. The people agreed.
At the Sutter Road entrance, two
construction horses. labeled "City of
San lose" were used to stop traffic.
Donations were asked.
A few vehicles drove through.
barely slowing to dodge the wooden
horses. A few Alvisans complained
Father Goode would not let them
block the road with their own bodies.
The booth and horses went down at
1 p.m. According to Gonzalez. this
was done because the most traffic
was in the morning. He said the toll
would go back into effect Sunday
morning and the following days.
Despite ominous statements to
local media by Asst. Chief of Police
Ross Donald, no arrests were made.
"We have to assess the situation."
said a police lieutenant. "We did and
it did not seem to us that we needed to
take immediate action."
quoted
as
was
Donald
sympathizing with the Alvisans.
"Everybody agrees that place is a
mess. All you have to do is drive
through. It’s like a disaster area."
San lose City Manager Ted
Tedesco was quoted as being ready to
an out there with my quarter to contribute to the solution."
He maintained arrests "won’t add
Ii the solution at all."
Back at the booth. Rosales eyed a
nearby railroad bridge. He said it
was built with "$ome of Alviso
money."
He mentioned some Alvisans
might "put a booth there and charge
the train toll."

Poor conditions hit

Coffeehouse hassle brewing
By ARDIE CLARK
Resolving that the Coffee House
Advisory Board should be sent a
"damn nasty letter." Spartan Shops.
Winernth
Harry
manager
Inc.
condemned conditions he found
recently in the Joint Effort Coffee
House.
Following Wineroth’s recommendation. the Shops hoard voted
unanimously last Thursday to send a
letter of complaint.
Winerot h said when he walked into
the coffee house Thursday morning.
"there were beer cans all over the
place. two tables had been broken
and holes had been kicked in the
walls."
Winerot h said his chief concern
was that the coffee house area is
normally used as an overflow area
for the adjoining Satellite Snack Bar.
"Absolutely, the coffee house was
unusuable, because it was full of
trash and slop and garbage." he said.
Winerot h said the group using the
coffee house Wednesday night "had
moved out into the Satellite area and
had made all those tables filthy.

There was trash all over that area
and the washrooms were filthy."
Now that the coffee house has new
management, said Wineroth, this
should not happen. "This was
guaranteed not to happen." he
stressed.
When interviewed later, coffee
house manager Wayne Nelson said
the whole situation was being
exaggerated. He admitted the area
had not been cleaned, hut emphasized that since there had been a
dance the night before, he was not
going to ask anyone In stay until 3
a.m. cleaning.
Nelson said his major problem 1,
one of having too few personnel: two
women, one man and himself. He said
sometimes it is very difficult to have
the area cleaned by 8 a.m, when he is
supposed to.
Nelson disagreed with the idea that
the coffee house is needed as an
overfull area, although he realizes it
is part of the agreement with Spartan
Shops.
He said the Associated Students’
budget allocation of $3200 for the
year is not enough In maintain the

number ot personnel he neeo’.
As for the damage to I he two
tables, he said it was merely a matter
of someone sitting on the corner of
the tables and having a few screws
pulled out. He said repairing them
was simply a matter of replacing the
screws.
Nelson said he is trying to make the
coffee house attractive and pleasing
to the students on campus, but that
this is difficult on his budget.
Colleges in Southern California have
an average
budget allocation of
$72.000 for their coffee houses, he
sdni

Grad deadline
I his FiiiI,i% is he Iasi tia% tor
students who wish to graduate to
turn in their applications. The March
30 deadline must be met if students
wish to graduate at the end of the
semester.
The applications must be turned in
to the registrars office by that date.
Commencement exercises will be
held on June 1 this year in Spartan
Stadium.

Edit orin
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Committee members
miss citizen testimony Good Morning. America
Vol. 60

Last week’s open hearing on the
It is, of course, impossible to
draft report of the joint Com- know what is going on in
headespecially
mittee on Higher Education was a someone’s
from
all
politicians’but
farce.
The hearing was supposed to external signs neither Alquist nor
give the committee citizen input Vasconcellos were particularly
on its recommendations for interested in what was being
changing California’s master said.
plan for higher education.
They questioned only a few of
Common sense, if not fairness. the speakers after they had testhe
if
that
would seem to dictate
tified. Many questions could
committee wants to hear what the have, and should have been
public thinks of its proposals. the asked.
committee should attend the
We’re not suggesting the comhearings.
mittee members take their job
Assemblyman
only
However,
lightly. To the contrary, the draft
John Vasconcellos and Sen. report is the result of 22 months
Alfred Alquist. both San lose of hard inquiry into California’s
Democrats, were presentand much-envied system of higher
even then not at the same time. education.
Soon after Vasconcellos showed
This being the case, committee
up late from an appointment in
members shouldn’t fall down on
San Francisco, Alquist left.
Even given these sad facts, the the job at, this crucial time, astwo legislators could have at suming of course, that the comleast shown a high degree of mittee thinks public opinion of its
interest when they were present. recommendations is crucial.

./.*

You may be sitting in a class
that might be redesignated Hellhole, 1A, Intro. to. The semester
scrapes by like a lethal glacier of
mind-rot, frosting minds over
with boredom.
Poets have described the
screams of the damned from the
inner most circles of hell. AI least
they’re screaming. Few things are
more piercing than a classroom
full of silent desperation.
One teacher I endured at San
Jose State University never used
notes or would let students
vocally disagree with him. So
much time was spent in just
trying to stomach him that at the
end of the semester, my lecture
notes were a bare three sheets of
binder paper.

‘Free ice cream cone vote’ opposed
"Student government on this
campus is a big bore." a student
told me recently. "It is of the few.
by the few, and for the few.
Furthermore, why should 27.000
students be forced to hand over
close to half a million dollars to
A.S. each year in fees which are
imposed on us?"
He told me that as college
president I should call for a
student referendum. I told him
that if students feel that strongly
about it, they should conduct

their own referendum.
"Look, I’m carrying 10 units.
I’ve got a job, and I’m married," he
said. "I can’t waste my time in
campus politics. I’m 28 years old
and I’ve got better things to do.
I’m here to get a college education.
Ten years ago I didn’t give a
damn. Now I do. Besides," he
added, "the guys in student
government would be scared to
death to put the whole issue
before all the students. They
know what the majority would

Guest Room

Why evaluate instructors?
11r. John W. Iiilbough
Most college and university
faculty members are discreet in
the manner in which they relate
to students who enroll in their
classes. While there may be as
many approaches to instruction
as there are professors, one
constant
underlies the
philosophy of virtually all
teachers. And that is sympathetic
consideration for the individual
student. However, the good will
efforts of pedagogues often
become exercises in futility. For
many students are prone to repay
kindness with hostility.
It would be unthinkable for a
professor, for example, to print
and distribute for public consumption a critique of his impressions of each student that
enrolls in his classes. However, if
he were to undertake such a venture, the following statements
might be representative of
excerpts from evaluation
narratives on various students:
"Suzie Smith la fictitious name)
appears to be of less than average
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intelligence. Suzie’s major
interest appears to be in the opposite sex. She would be well advised to consult a psychiatrist
about her problem."
As a matter of professional
ethics, professors do not engage
in the "Suzie Smith" type of
student evaluation. But let us
look at the flip side of the record.
On many campuses throughout
the nation, students compile lists
of professors and publish student
reactions which lack the altruism
they expect of those about whom
they write. Hypocrisy is one
word which provides a mild description of the activity.
Here are some statements
taken from such a publication
distributed widely on a major
university campus. The names of
the professors (omitted here) are
listed along with the student
evaluations: An Education
Professor, "...Personal emotional
conflicts tend to hinder (her)
instruction: ’a total loss’ now, ’she
could be a great teacher if she
could straighten herself out." A
Home
Economics
Professor,
"...Possibly the most lack luster
of all the professors on campus,
she never delivers lectures but
reads directly from the book or
from handouts."
Student evaluations of professors are generally encouraged by
administrators in the Groves of
Academe. If such academic misStudent evaluations of professors are generally encouraged by
administrators in the Groves of
Academe. If such academic mischief can be justified, perhwps
there should be a sequel
publication launched.
That is, one in which faculty
members evaluate their administrators with uninhibited
written reactions typical of
student publications. Each administrator would be clearly
identified.
In the meantime, some thought
might be given to the creation of a
third academic scandal sheet: a
publication of the reactions of
professors to students enrolled in
heir classes of the "Suzie Smith"
type. This publication would also
be disseminated widely, at
nominal cost, with names of
students followed by all the usual
or
literary trimmingsreal
imagined!
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A poor excuse for a teacher
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Pres. John II. Ilunzel
say to them, and they don’t want
to hear."
Now comes the student body
president with his proposal to
pay students $1 apiece to get
more of them to vote. He calls it
"revenue sharing," which really
bewilders the issue.
He appears to believe that you
can or should pay people to be
responsible citizens. Maybe he
should pay $25 a head and
presumably get an even bigger
turnout at the polls. But it doesn’t
follow that because you round up
lots of bodies you will get rational
choices or responsible decisions.
You just end up renting voters.
The proposal traduces the
whole idea of free participation in
a democracy. People are supposed to be free to vote or not, as
they wish. To pay them to vote
would turn the democratic
process into a kind of conditioned
reflex - that is, their physical
presence would be purchased at a
price, but their standing as free
and autonomous individuals
would be reduced in the process.
But the student body president
apparently feels he knows what
is right and best for those who.
for their own reasons, have no
interest in voting in student elections. He is convinced they will
be better off if they can be made to
come to the polls - and so he
proposes to suck them in with ice
cream cones.
Free enterprise, perhapsbut
free for whom and enterprising
for what?

Continent
Super patriots
After being in the Army for two
years, all I can say about any
ROTC program is that it is a lot of
bunk? Most ROTC-trained officers I met were power-hungry,
little puppets whose main
concern was hasseling enlisted
men.
love -of -country
Normal
patriotism is fine, but these super
patriots merely used patriotism
as a guise for reaching their
personal, greedy objectives.
In the U.S. Army, everyone
supposedly has a job to
dosomething that he has been
trained for and thus is responsible for accomplishing. This
is true for ROTC-trained officers
as well as anyone else.
However, these ROTC types
were self-appointed little gods
whose major aim was getting
sadistic pleasure out of the old
"spit and polish: salute me, you
lowly enlisted sob." form of U.S.
Army discipline.
Perhaps SISU’s new ROTC
commanding officer, Col. Glenn
A. Davis, will install his cadets
with a degree of humanity-toman respect instead of simply the
old respect for rank and uniform.
If not, his junior war lords will
continue the ageless ROTC
tradition of putting rank above
duty, militant aggression above
reason and personal ego trips
above a sense of peace.
Ardis Clark

Br glee
The girl next to me always
crocheted, not bothering to give
the teacher a token glance. For
many a bleary eyed morning, I
watched an orange afghan take
form.
I was envious. I took up
cigarette smoking and contemplations of frogging the teacher.
The rest of that pathetic clasi
just sat. Glassy eyed, barely
breathing, they might he e been
wax reproductions in a tableau
commemorating this deepest pit
of academic boredom.
This instructor was a good
example of Tenured Tripe
Teachercanus. I never met one I
did not hate.
They are usually hanging onto
their jobs by the grace of
They
politics.
departmental
might know their subject a couple
of academic degrees worth, but
their idea of imparting their
knowledge is to stick a broken
casette tape into the back of their
heads and set it on replay.
These over-educated colorless
idiots should be lined up against a
blackboard and shot. Without
blindfolds.
Or why can’t departments
prune these lemons out? Firing
squads aside, they can be
rendered harmless by being
or
administrators
made
counselors.
Back to my specimen of T.T.T.
in every class there is The Move.
The Move signals to the
instructor the collective will of
the class. Zippers are zipped and
whatnot, and the session is
almost over.
For most teachers, The Move is

Jewell
a cordial reminder his alloted
time is ending for the day. For my
venerated T.T.T. there was
nothing polite about the mass restlessness that was thick enough
to slice and serve.
A good amount of people would
have trickled out long before the
end of class. I envied these hardy
souls who had the good sense and
audacity to blatantly cut the
class.
Twenty minutes left in class
time: everyone looked like wind sprinters toeing the starting line.
Ten minutes: the teacher
plodded on in his credentialed
stupor. Someone would finally
crack and make for the door,
stumbling over feet and desks.
Nine minutes and 58 seconds:
the mass exodus.
Eight minutes: only two
students left. Me and the exceptionally polite young lady who
wants an "A" rather badly.
The lecture zips right along
with all the zest of a solid lead
frisbee.

Letter
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To come home one night and
wait for your dog all night and I
find in the morning he is still not
home is a sad and frantic feeling.
How many people would think
that he has been picked up by the
pound? Well, now that Stanford
is no longer letting the poundtake
their dogs away, the Santa Clara
County Dog Pound is now
operating around the San lose
University area. Enforcing a
leash law which has not been enforced for sometime, if ever, they
are picking up all dogs which do
not have a leash on them.
To have a law which is not enforced is useless - but to have a
law which is let go only to beenforced when someone feels like it
and only in certain areas brings
frustration and anxiety to the
people.
My dog has never been chained
up in this area and I know most
other dogs around here are raised
in the same way. If I were to chain
them up now it would be just like
killing him.
To watch dogs run free around
the college area brings back a
sense of freedom which nature
provides us with that most people
enjoy seeing. To not see dogs run
free but instead chained to a post
or a tree would certainly bring me
down.
Mark Schen

Letter
King’s mquests
Editor:
Dennis King’s March 22
comments in the Daily deserve
discussion on two points.
First, King’s statement that his
proposal for revenue sharing was
only "half-serious" indicates a
serious lack of decision-making
capabilities. Does the A.S.
president wish to maintain this
type of escape route for all his offthe-top-of-the-head proposals? I
would like to think that a more
serious attitude for the expenditures of student funds is in
order and expected by the campus community.
Second, an address to his (flippant?) proposal is required.
Overwhelming support for the
granting of the 18-year-old suffrage is in our recent past.
The justification for the change
in federal law stemmed around
the ability and maturity that this
additional constituency
possesses.
I find it insulting that one
suggests payment for this
privilege and responsibility with
respect to all our "governments"
that we all demand as our right.
Each individual on this campus
does "cast" his ballot; those that
decline to vote, for whatever
reason, has indicated his
thoughts on the people and
programs presented before him to
select from. The non-vote is in
essence a vote also.
Are there not more viable and
desirable programs that are
worthy of the monies King "halfas
suggested
seriously"
gratuities?
The approximate 90 per cent
non-vote of last spring may have
been due to the lack of interest
the
throughout
generated
with
community
university
regards to choices of candidates
and programs offered.
It is with hope that next month
we will be presented with some
alternatives that can motivate
students to express their views
by ballot on the future of their
government and the leadership
they want and or deserve. This
possibility may yet arise.
Until that time, Mr. King, I
suggest avoiding off-hand critiques of the voter and non-voter
alike and a more serious concentration on mature policies we
expect from the student
government of a University.
Rulf Rudestam

Dora uscroi.....
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Letter to the Editor

Catholic encourages IRA
Editor:
In his letter of March 19 Paul
Swanson chastised those
Americans" who
"misguided
support the Irish Republican
Army.
doesn’t
Swanson
Perhaps
realize that the IRA is maintained
and encouraged by the Catholic
people in Northern Ireland. If it
weren’t, it wouldn’t exist. It is the
only Catholic alternative to the
oppressive and destructive occupation of the British army.
As for the people of this country, I think it is a refreshing
change to see Americans on the
side of the oppressed instead of
the oppressor.
Catholics in Northern Ireland
today are not only fighting for
their own human rights, but for
peace and freedom for all the
people of the Irish lands. They
want a socialist society
independent of both British and
Irish captialist control.
It is inevitable that under
capitalism someone will always
be at the bottom of the social
ladder. The system necessitates
this. It is dependent upon a
wealthy elite who must exploit
the masses in order to acquire and
maintain that wealth.
The people at the bottom in
Northern Ireland are Catholic.
They have been at the bottom
since the 17th century when their
land was taken over by the
British-imported Scots Presbyterians. Feeling then was much
as it is today: Protestants still
have a sense of settler
superiority, and Catholics are
poor, disenfranchised and very
angry.
The employment and housing
situations facing Catholics in
Northern Ireland are deplorable.
Civil rights don’t exist.

Protestants fare superficially
better than Catholics, yet their
social and economic destinies are
still determined by London captialist s. This fact, however, is not
apparent to the Protestant
workingman. For centuries he
has been indoctrinated into
believing that his problems are
Catholic initiated.
The people of Ireland cannot
expect to control and improve
through British
their lives
generosity. They must fight for
these things on their own terms.
Leaders of the Catholic insurrection are aware of the fact
that captialists must divide the
masses in order to control and
conquer them. Consequently.
they are involved in a vigorous, if
violent, effort to unite the people
of Ireland, both Catholic and
Protestant, to their common
interests in order to destroy the
capitalist oppressive system in
Ireland forever.
Pattie Gallieher
All students and faculty are
encouraged to submit letters to
the Forum Page. Letters may be
mailed or delivered to the
Spartan Daily office, IC 208
and should be 200 words or
less, typewritten and doublespaced. Non students and non faculty should include their
address, phone number and
title or occupation.
The Spartan Daily will not
print letters which are libelous
or in poor taste. The Daily also
reserves the right to edit letters
for space. The editor has the
right to end publication of
letters concerning subjects
which he considers have been
exhausted on the Forum Page.
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Found by six year old

Heroin kit discovery sparks drug interest
By MIKE MITCHELL
Andy Herten. age 6. found
the heroin kit in the lot next to
Life School while playing last
Fondest.
fie took it inside the school.
which he attends, to find nut
what it was. said Karen
McGehee. Life School teacher.
That find sparked the
decision, made bx everyone at
the school, to study the drug
problem.
"We had been thinking of
having someone come to speak
on drugs." said Sue O’Connell.
a volunteer at the non-profit
alternative school.

Andy has an interest in
being a policeman." she said.
"and we felt it would fit in fine
to have someone come from
the San lose Police
Department to talk."
Then asked for a speaker.
but got a detective ready to
make an arrest.
Once that kink in the day
was straightened out, a field
trip to the Mission Street
station was decided on.
"We always try to build
learning." Mrs. McGehee said.
"upon real situations and the
needs of the child."
Bill North. school director.

ci hurl
rain
It,.
IS
an
alternatixe to public schools.
which he charged to be "racist.
sexist, authoritarian and obsolete."

The school co-operates with
the South Bay Peoples’
University
Experimental
College. the New College. and
volunteers-at -large from the
community to field its staff.
Currently. Mrs. McGehee is
the only "teacher -type." as she
put it. She is a San lose State
University graduate, and
holds a teaching certificate
from the University of

Students work at their own speed at Life School

’Classrooms meet
community needs’
Community News Service
"There is no such thing as
’after school’ at Lee Mathson
Community School." said Ed
Villagran. community school
director at 2050 Kammerer.
"Teachers have opened up
their classrooms to the community."
"People pay taxes 24 hours a
day." stated Villagran. "Why
shouldn’t they make more use
of the schools?"
Rather than be limited tn
regular school hours, said the
director, schools should he
open 16 hours per clay and
attempt to meet POMP of the
needs of the local community.
"It’s hard to say what the
needs are." according to
Villagran. "It depends on the
amount of interest involved
for a particular project. all you
can say is ’here is the school’
and facilitate whatever you
can."
Meeting place
Lee Mathstin Community
School is on the East Side of
San lose and serves several
functions in the community including a gathering place for
community groups, events.
projects and several
organizations.
"School starts at ft a.m.."
said Villagran. "hut people are
here till 10 and 11 at night."
Villagran presented a
schedule of events and protects for the month of February
which illustrates the MOW the
school receives daily.
’rhere are basketball games.
Karate classes, tea tros.
counseling, drug information.
and various other programs
relevant to the East Side community.
Some of the programs involve as many as 200 persons
and SOMP fewer than 10.
Community participation
The custodians are people
who live on the same block.
said Villagran. "This mak,’s

them more con, erneri about
their school and community."
Villagran said the school
attempts to involve as much
parent participation as possible.
In one case the parents
raised the question why
students weren’t able to use
the equipment in the wood
shop. They were assured the
matter would be looked into
by the principal. Bob Bird.
In another complaint
parents asked why the restrooms, especially the girls’
facilities. were not being kept
as clean as they should.
The women’s faculty stated
they would make Use of the
facilities themselves to insure
cleanliness.
Parents hold meetings at the
school to discuss such topics
as a police sub-station on the
East Side and other issues
which affect the local community.
Lee Mathson became a com
munitv school in the fall of
1970.
’rhe school had always been
available to groups requesting
usage. However, there had
never been an active effort to
encourage its Use by all
members of the local community.
Young people would always
hang around after school and
get into mischief but now. said
Villagran. vandalism is down.
There are no broken windows.
and there are not as many
lights.
"Attitudes have changed
through the efforts of community participation, agencies, and the district office."
said the director.
Need funds
Villagran stated the school
needs more hooks. and the
teaching
necessary
instruments to accomplish
educational goals.
"There is not enough money

Rev. Williams
calls for solidarity
Community News service
iii ig
ot
Stoppage
experimentation and k in tory
tor the San Quentin Sin were
demanded at a Prisoners
Solidarity Meeting Thursday
night at the Fiesta Latino Hall.
The Rev. Cecil Williams of
the Glide Memorial Church.
San Franciscolessicarslitford.
author of "American Wits’ of
Death." and Inez
mother of Herta Druman were
the featured speakers at the
meeting to raise funds for the
San Quentin Six.
Drumgo, acquitted in the
death of a guard at San Quentin ISoledad Brotherl. David
lohnson. Hugo Pinnel. Inhnnv
Spain. Luis Talamanter. and
Willie Tate are facing charges
for the deaths of several
guards at San Quentin in
August of 1971.
According to the Rex.
Williams. the Six can be freed
if the people stick together.
"We’ll rejoice like we did with
Angela." predicted the
spiritual adviser to Angela
Davis during her trial in San
lose in the spring of 1072.

The public should urge the
stopping of drug experimentation in the California
prisons. he said.
The Rev, also said env kind
of program designed to locate
and suppress aggression
should he banished.
Inez Williams asserted that
the court appointed lawyer for
Fleets doesn’t want to accept
the Case. Fleeta claimed she
won’t always get good jurors
as he did in the Soledad
Brothers trial

in this area." said Villagran.
"Ifs hard to accomplish equal
education when You don’t
have the funds."
He cited lack of industry and
the reliance solely on
homeowners’ tax dollars as a
maior cause for inadeouate
funds for schools on the East
Side.
He said the 40 teachers and
administrators. because of
lack of funds, could not allow
field trips.
He addeds however, that two
or three times a year. industry
sponsors field trips for some
100 students. There are nver
700 students at Lee Mathson.
"At the end of 1972." he said.
"the teachers had to chip in to
buy duplicating fluid."
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By PEG BENNETT
The directors of lohn XXIII
Senior Center are looking for
volunteers and interns to help
with new recreation
programs. It is on San Fernando. across from the Administration building
Students participating in
sports. exercise, concerts.
drama, arts and crafts receive
three units.
Although the center is
geared mainly toward seninrs
who can function socially, a
new program for the
"withdrawn" called "Senior
Socializing." will open late in
March.
Sponsored by Catholic
Social Services through a
Social
from
grant
Rehabilitation Services, the
program will focus on
reaching seniors who have
withdrawn from their families
and community to vegetate in
back rooms of boarding
houses.
Because of a loss of identity.
thousands of acted have moved
from active. dynamic lives
with their families and community. to the realization that
they are neither needed nor
respected.
People who are special to
them die and the onl y thing left
is to withdraw and hide.
Loneliness is acute
But their loneliness is acute.
and they are aware they are
near death. Yet, it is perferable
to the pain of being a constant
"nuisance."
Some of them become handicapped. some confused and
disoriented due to arteriosclerotic process I lack of
oxygen supply flowing to the
brainl.
of Senior
Director
Socialization. Molly Finkle.
said the emphasis and goal of
the program is rehabilitation
and social functioning.
"We are dealing with losses
through both aging and
physical disabilities." she
explained.
"The result is depression.
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Jim Bauman

Senior citizens and recreation leader eniov life at Senior Center

’rhe seniors will he picked
up in vans and brought to the
center.

They are anxious for the
student volunteers and have
set up a committee to meet the
students and make them
welcome.
At the same time, though.
they are scrutinizing and
analyzing students.

Clean. improved facility
It was recently cleaned and
painted a bright yellow by the
Kiwanis club in a "Share Your
Life’ project.

"Our seniors want lobe responsible for the people they
are accepting to work with
them." said Director Peggy
Shelton.

includes
The staff
Bernadette Barnn, a registered
and
Sussman
nurse. Andrea
Sue Robertson. two SISI occupational therapy students
and Ronald T. MaYsenhalder.
a Stanford graduate in theater
and drama.
Mrs. Finkle is still searchinr2
for a phonograph. lamps and
large wall clock for the Huh
room.

Students get on well
She said the students love to
be interviewed by the senior.

withdrawal and self-imposed
isolation.
"Our goal is to teach them to
socialize again:’ she said.

She hopes to have these and
other materials organized hi
the opening date.
In the meantime. the seniors
who function socially are in
rooms downstairs.
They are involved in bingo
drama, pool. concerts. and
almost anything one can name
in the way of recreation

"It sets up an immediate repport and makes them feel at
home.’ ’-’ nn’n’n ’

RUBY

Spencer Rubin. a 5IS1.’
intern working on his masters
in recreation, said there is a
great need for volunteer
drivers for the seniors.

University of
California.
Santa Cruz

Summer
Language
Institute

"It is easy enough Inset un
programs in which they can
get involved. but we often
need help to carry them nut. Rubin said future outside
trips include ones to Kellk
Park. Santa Cruz. Eastride,,
Shopping center, basketball
games and the San loin’
Symphony concerts.

Otters intensive nine -week
Programs ^

Beginning
CHINESE
Beginning and
Intermediate FRENCH
GERMAN
Beginning
HEBREW
Beginning
JAPANESE
Beginning
RUSSIAN
Be e
Beginning and
Intermediate
egdiate SPANISH
June 25 - August 24 ’1973
(nine weeks’

He said the center is
seven days a week for
%%hr. would like tn vi,..
,11111t ief their services

FEATURVARCTHHROUGH
Mon., Wed., Fri.. Noon to 7 p.m.

BOTTOMLESS
50
STAG
MOVIES

Lip uto

PLUS

BACHELOR CLUB
Open 10 A.M to 4 A.M

- 7 DAYS

quarter
reci

Deadline t,’ait 15tn
Telepnone. ,408i 429-2952
For infOrMatiOn about this

program Ante to

George M.
:onin
Summer Language Institute
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

417 So First St.
SAN JOSE
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Senior center pursues volunteers
to assist in programs for elderly
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Lalitornio with experien, e in
teaching remedial reading
"I’m also an es I eMnhaSize
EXpublic school teacher, she said.
She said public schools tin
not allow for the individual
attention that schools like
theirs can.
The work loads of public
school teat hers are oist to,,

Northwest’s Reserved Youth Fare or...

how to fly like everybody else for 20% off.
Flying standby is great . . if you don’t
mind standing by. But sometimes you
want to get somewhere at a certain time.
So Northwest Orient has found the
happy medium. Now we’ll give you a reserved seat for about 200/0 off Coach
fare if you have any airline Youth Card.
Make a reservation and when flight time
comes, walk in and take your seat just
like a passenger paying full fare No
waiting. No worrying. No getting
bumped. It’s that simple.
If you don’t have a Youth Card, get one
from any Northwest ticket office or your
campus travel agent. (Be sure to bring

along proof that you’re between 12 and
22.)

them is a DC -10 That means iots of
seats every day. Which makes your
chances that much better if you’re flying
standbyand your flight that much more
comfortable, no matter how you’re flying.
And from Minneapolis ’St. Paul Net‘.,
west can take you to other cities
consin. Canada and the Dakotas
And Northwest flies daily 747s to
Hawaii. Reserved Youth Fares don’t apply here. but you’ll still save a bund’c’
you fly standby.
Why settle for less? For information
or reservations, call a travel agent or
Northwest Orient.

If you don’t mind standing by ...
and even think it’s sort of neat because
of all the interesting people you meet in
airports. your Youth Card can still get
you Northwest’s regular standby youth
fare
nearly 33% off Coach.
Northwest a good bet to
the Midwest.
If you hear the wide open spaces of the
Midwest calling, here’s something good
to know. Northwest has two daily flights
to Minneapolis/St. Paul. And one of

FLY NORTHWEST bii6iT
New Federal Security Regulations. We suggest that you arrive at the airport 45
time for new Federal security procedures. All passengers and their carry -on luggage
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PCAA baseball opens

Sports

Varsity loses 2 of 3

Spartans devour
Beavers in meet
standard which he established
as a 19-Year-old. Instead he
had to settle with 7-2 1,2 good
enough to shatter a Hod
Winter held mark in the high
lump.
The Spartans dominated the
lumping events 139-21 with
clean sweeps in the high lump.
triple lump anti the 120-yard
high hurdles. They also had
two of the top three finishers
in the pole vault and long
jump
pot the high jump
SISI ’
with
competition
Bill
Crawford and Greg Tinnin
setting a new meet record with
8-10 jumps followed by Dave
Curtis 6-6 leap.
Seven meet records were
broken including three by
SISI I sprinter Vince Breddell.
Weddell was clocked at 9.4
tor the 100-yard dash and
finished 21.0 in the 220-vard
dash.
The 440-vard relay team 0
Robb%
Ken
Datil herd.

By RAY MORRISON
Seeking revenge from last
year’s loss to Oregon State
Spartans
the
Iniyersity.
whipped the Heavers 89-56 in
meet i ng
record- i lied
Salaries/ afternoon.
Winter
at
Bud
crowd
A [erste
Field saw San lose Stale
I Irti :ersit v win its second
consecutive contest to make it
at best season record in the
last three years. The Spartans
beat Stanford I Wii c Pek a atm
H7-58.
In last year’s inerting the
fleit,rs tripped op SIMI 95-50
in heavy rain. However. ()SI,
lost valuable points Saturday
because several indi virloals
such as Tom Woods had iii
perform unattached tilt, to the
36-unit prowl was role.
Woods. last tear’s National
AsAt
Collegiate
sociation high comp chamnion
failed in his attempt of 7-5 to
tiresik Valeri Wound’s 7-4 1 2

Intramural
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Hamilton. Timm and Hreddell
set a meet record of 41.0 hy
breaking the 41.4 mark set by
the 1963 SISI I team.
"We got off to a good start
which helped us carry the
momentum throughout the entire meet." said 51511 head
coach Ernie Bullard.
In one of the most exciting
races of the day, freshman
miler Merck Schilling caught
up with Sirs Hailu Ebbe in
the final ten yards to post a
4:07.5 victory.
Ken
Weightman
Kirscheman surprised the
spectators as he heaved the
discus 168 feet which was one
foot farther than the top 0511
participant lim Miller.
"I expected Ken to improve
somewhat haying spent the
week practicing but I had no
idea he would win this soon."
Bullard said.
Louie Wright broke the long
jump record by three inches as
he leaped 25-1 1;2 while teammate Fred Wikkeling placed
second at 24-8.
Holland said he was exceptionally pleased with the lone
jumpers because of their rapid
rate of improvement. He said
that each jumper had increased about one loot in two
weeks of practice.
Improvine his all- ?One best
was Glenn Normal? ,rho used
his "kick" In liVITASS ()Sirs
Clay Lowers in the final turn
of the 880 for a 1:51.5 clockine.
Lowery finished at 1:52.6 with
51511 runner Chris Ginn mules on his heels at 1:52.9.
Larry Scott lead the Spartan
triple jumpers with a 48-8 1,2
Montena
teammates
with
Terry 148-8 1,21 and LC.
Roaster 147-9 I 21 closely
behind.
The 51511 1211-vard high
hurdle sound finished onetwo-three with Tinnin 114.11.
Mill Whitley 114.21 and Bruce
Leek 114.61 taking honors.
Bullard praised the ()SI I
team and said they would
inake a fine PAC-H contender
later on in the season. "When
all rd their performers become
eligible for action. they should
he unbeatable."
The Spartans meet the Hay
Area Striders next Saturday
in a non-scori no contest at Hutt
Winter Field at It a.m.
"Ibis will he a relaxed type
of contest hid ore We meet with
Long Beach State." Hilliard
said. "We will be Irvine ,,it
rifiW iniin ill tint 0.1.:11 or I he

and Mark Kettman followed
start the rally. Zylker was ho
ii on the
Hy 1OHN H. MATI111-Ys
that with a single scoring both
by a pitch and Rick Pitney
The Spartans broke the
Sports Editor
score
Iii
Zylker
and Pitney. After Rob
lollowed
with
a
single
inning.
game open in the fifth
Scoring nine runs in one
Hrassea singled. him Johnston
Behnke. Mark Carroll singled
Chuck Behnke singled to
game and none in the other
two. the San lose State
WINCHESTER BLVD.
University varsity baseball
team lost two of threesomes to
CAMPBELL
visiting Los Angeles State
374 -1647
I Iniversity over the weekend.
The Spartans lost 2-0 Friday
1ST &
a
split
and
night,
doubleheader with the Diablos
Saturday afternoon. winning
the first game 9-4 and losing
the second. 2-0.
The games were played at
and
Stadium
Municipal
marked the opening of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association schedule Inc both
teams.
Ironically, losing pitchers
left Gingrich and Kris Sorenson were more effective than
winner Randy ZvIker against
the Diablo bats. Zvlker yielded
a three run home run to Manny
Estrada 01 LASU after the
Spartans took a 9-1 lead into
the eighth inning of the first
game Saturday.
The Spartans tallied only
,
lour hits in the game Friday
night as t jingrich absorbed his
second loss in four decisions.
Tom Chenautt
Saturday, the diamondmen
tamped on three (fillet-era
MARK KETTMAN. 1111. takes a short toss from shortstop ROB BRASSEA to begin
LASt 1 pichers for 13 hits and
an inning ending doubleplav against Los Angeles State University Saturday, The
coasted to victory behind
Spartans lost two of three to the Diablos in the opening series of PCAA play.
ZvIker. The junior right bander

nporting uoous
1777

3100477ONS

IAN

4.1111.
Li
7. RALE

Tennismen unload’
The Spartan netnien. gel Ii cia
their best workout of the year.
thumped Northwestern 8-1
last Friday at the south Campus courts.
The only loss came by was
when Greg
of default.
lasonides got leg cramps at the
beginning of his doubles match.
Six of the eight remaining
matches went three sets. Andy
Moffat, Terry Rodgers. Dennis
Gibson, Bruce Anatol, Bruce
Kellock, and lasonides were
all winners in the si ngles. Gibson in straight sets 6-3 and 6-2.
The combinations of Mullet -Gibson. and foe Meyersthe two
Kellock won
remaining doubles matches.
’The net men have now won
lour matches in 11 row.
Earlier this week they heat
State
Francisco
San

"Go Where The Fin. This Summa,"
Send today for
Park Employment Information
Booklet. $1.00 Employment
Overseas For Student. and
Educators Booklet. 5205.
To: C.P.C., P.O. 50x2047. Ogden
Utah. 84404

exceptionally well roper tally
Moffat. Gibson and Kellia
he said.

Univers!! y 9-0, and &killed
the University of Pacific 9-0
on Thursday.
Northwestern which fig tires
to be the number two team in
the Big Ten this year gave the
Spartans what coach Butch
Kirkorian called, "the kind of
match we really needed."
"The whole team played

The Spartans will have four
home matches this week. The
first of whiich will be against
Cal Poly today at the south
campus courts starting at 2:30
p.m.

10%

Sportaguide
TODAY
TENNIS, 131811 V. Cal Poly. San Look
Otuspo. on the Spartan Courts Cl 250

Bamboo Brushes
Sky Brushes
Lettering Brushes
One -Stroke Brushes
Fan Brushes
Photo -Retouch
Brushes
Quill Brushes

Rick
Nelson
In his only Northern
California appearance

Thurs.
April 5
8 p.m.
San Jose Civic
Auditorium

The brush you’ve been
looking for is probably
on one of our shelves.
Stop in and browse
around, we carry a cornplete selection of the
finest artists’ materials
in town.

son Joie point

TICKE IS
$5 50. $4 50. $3.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
246-1160
912 TOWN & COUNTRY
CORNER OF STEVENS
CREEK & WINCHESTER

STAR
MOTORS
:171
rk el St.

You’ve come to tho
right place.
We’ve got
1 011 Color Brushes
WaterColor Brushes

TOMORROW
FROSH BASEBALL. SIR( 5 v. I tni vemit
cut San Frencoaro in Son Frani-Torn st 12
pint in a doubleheader.
WEDNESDAY
VARSITY BASEBALL. 51511 v. St
Marc’, College In Morago oat vsn n.m.

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

SO.

singled home Carroll with the
’mirth run of the inning,
lohnston lead the Spartan
ottensiye with three hits in
lour appearances at the plate.
Behnke. Carroll. Pitney and
Kettman all had two hits in the
winning effort.
The third game was a replay
of the first.
However, if it were not for
mental
lapses by the
Spartans, the game could still
be going on.
In the I ourt h. first baseman
Charlie Bates lined a double to
right
center.
Sorenson.
believing Bates missed first on
his way In second, calmly
appealed the play at first.
Bales. calmly stole third
when Sorenson lobed the hall
to first.
Diablos right fielder lohn
Sounder then lofted H Sat fly
to short right that dropped for
sinele between thre.
converging
Spartans
at,,)
I
lead 1-0.
I he loss 1A P1/1.11

Still JOS(’

Present Student Body Card For Discount

and Wallpaper co.
78 Volley Fair
Son Jore248-4171
365 Son Antonio Rd.
111t.VteLe.9411-3600

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAK LEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Suppoements ’Instant Piot.,
Vote C. Vita E. Calcourn etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L nun i
Beauty Aids 1Proteinozed Shampoo etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297.3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Ouotas
No Rises
No PreSSure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The tact that our
natural products reality are the finest is
reflected on our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make companions
We roll ask you to do a lottle research
before we let you sponsor on
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th .2
297-3888
GUYS AND GALS!
Joon a college-age BALLET class at
Eutrazia School of Ballet Basic "technique’ for beginning dancers Smell
classes-Individual (attention Beverly
Eufrezia Grant. Dorector 241.1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call true Spartan
Dimly afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181
TALENTED SONGWRITERS
Musicians. singers & groups wanted by
Puboosnong/Procluction firm 292-2222
DO YOU like A 5 orograrnshere on camPug, If not. don’t Bitch apply tor the
program board Apply intrust. S office
HAY BBBBB (Mar Apr Mayg) In 159 12
days of your meson, get free polls and
512-22100 drug study TAVIST 321-4412
’JOBS IN ALASKA" sysimbie now This
handbook Carers ell fields. summer and
career Opportunities Plan YOUR ’Ovenlure! $300 JIA. Box 1565. Anchorage. AK
$8010

Fess rsovisio POSIES w000
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & wine making
10408 4th

lanssars

NATURAL FOOD STORE
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
354. also MANY OTHER TYPES
Also MASSAGE
SANDWICHES
WHIRLPOOL S STEAMBATH by Epp,
1213 East San Salvidor St
MONDAY CINEMA ’SLEEPING CAR
MURDERS- OIR BY COSTA-GRAVAS.
MON MAR 28, 3 30 & 7 30 PM. M
Auditorium 504
SAM RUSSIAN CLUB presents "ANNA
KARENINA an impressive Russian film
drama at SJSU Sunday 7 PM. March 25,
1913 JC 141 SI admission

THEY SHOOT
WED. CINEMA
HORSES" uy JANE FONDA. Wed Mar
28. 3 30 & 7 30 PM M D. Auditorium, 508.
FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCH" STARRING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR 30,1& 10PM.
MORRIS DAILEY AUD. 504 ADM.
PSYCHO AAAAAAAAAA HON a
Personal growth exoertence Come & get
in touch with yourself swing modnioht
March 30 to noon Sunday Special
student rates Registration necessary
Call 328-6137 afternoons 401 Florence
Palo Alto
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on sale
n ow In the A 550 April 11 8 pm men’s
gym One show only-2.400 seats $2s0
stiirtonIS w,A s card $150 general

AUTOMOTIVE
12VW REBuIL T ,
offer 293- :0w
G’ , -J446
’MI 15-255.61 VW Camper 620S 5th 027
or leave note 05 289 Bldg 0 (New
College)
FOR SALE:
926.0413

Honda 250 Excellent $203

’72 HONDA CO Esc cond lo
luggage rack, beck rest, tuns-up. new
battery in Feb (receipts) $525 225-2685
ea NOVA. BLUE 5950 3 SPd hOor ICY’
Jul eng Good cond Call 356-6407
Must SELL MIMED

SAVE THIS AD: Before you poi, o,o,
costly stereo equip retail check wo us tor
discount prunes to SJS students (on all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bary Area on such nemeses
Swum& Pioneer, Marantz. Teac, Dual.
etc Call Astor weekly specials tool 292550. or 252-2028
BLACKLITE POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
750 & UP. INCENSE 25-298. PIPES $100
& UP. RADIOS $395 & un LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP,
BLACKLITE COMPLETE 113- 511 95, 4’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS 517.50. GA..
GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING SI 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $2.00
EACH. BROOKS 80 E San Fernando, 1
Mk from SJSU. Phone 292-0409.
IF YOU LIKE ROOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore.
Recent paperbacks at ’,price Best Sc-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
have the books you want & need & best
prices in town Yes, we buy & trade books
& records. RECYCLE 235 So, 1st St MR
6275
NEW & CON
OUSEFUL OF
FURNITURE, some in original pecked...
Bedroom. living & dining rooms 2971328 Complete set under $400 WIll sell
separately.
GUITARS AMPLIFIERSII
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-new & used
All at discount prices
QuiNr showcase 2910 S Bascom 3775E164

MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
opts & laundrette Must be capable of
maintenance work 287.4900

JEWELRY equip for sale Ring mandrel
MD-101, wire was. kerosene lamp
alcohol, casting ring and crucible $18
used once 292-43700501

’1113 PONT. LE MANS 324, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes water pump & timing gsw
5850 277-56220, 2965883

’57 16 FT. SAILBOAT, daysailer, 4 HP
(.1/13 tights, lockets, trailer $1.150. Ph.
258-9172

’58 PONT. FIRISIRD 350 AT P13 PS
wide oval polyglass tires, sport wheel
covers, 51,50316659 offer. 253-1463 aft. 3
PM

AFT
SHOP tor sale 251k. from SJSU Inventory, fixtures artwork. & living quarters
all incl Sacroloce $500 For more onto. call
292-7925

64 MOS. Good condition WO/offer
293-1371 evenings
’66 FORD COUNTRY
auto trans.
R & H. aor cond, disc brakes, good cond.
251-6075 otter 6pm
116 FORD FAIRLAN1 Perfect 6 001 STK
$375 Also 81 CHEVY WGN Good shape
$100 Call 275-9105

FOR SALE
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shopo-1940 $ 151 St Ph 293-2323
Open We Ihru Sun 8-4 30 & 8-5 co Free
Parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antoques & collectableS
SKIES SOOTS-Heed Standards 200cm
air/bindings 155 Leather buckle boots
sue 11-$10 (on carnpuiff call 277-8233
A MILUON USED GOOKS, paperbacks
(o price). ono megatons, Neat old
bookstore. largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & Thureft Twice
Read Books, SI E. San Fernando blwn.
2nd & 3rd. 1530-b 30 10% off with Wiest

ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed 10 sell
warns, Mini Renaissance Faure. Sunday.
April 151 Into Cell Rudi Leonardo 2773202
’MI VW SEDAN $525 UNDERWOOD
typewriter & stand $45 Sinew semina
machine 528 Also other Items Call 9235817 SJ
Barkless
MASENJI
PUPS-Africa’s
hounds AKC Small, clean odorless
Natural Hunters
companions
Reasonable Call 377-1966
PROFESSORS: Allenllen
Raman, corset starter income property only
4 y blocks Iran the campus Drove by 323
N Fifth St This a 5-unit buildino-has
not had vacancy in. lono, lone time 64 Zoned Call Mrs bouscaren person to
person collect at our Burlinolim office
1415-34611811 tor financial drilla.
VERY FAIRLY PRICED., $47 500 Grubb
& Elks Co Realtors
LADIES 1111CYCLI Excellent condition
Cell 1563434

KONICA AUTO REFLEX T -2 W-F 14 lens
arta case Just nougm $270. 295-1769
FINEST TURQUOISE, & other
gemstones at COZY CORNER ANTIQUES. 3rd & San Salvador. open
Thurs & Fri only 10-5 PM

HELP WANTED
WEARS LOOKING for an *bone average
lady to Sian above aversge position lecturing and demonstrating with the aid of
assistant pert of full time. For apocantment Interview call 297-5830.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. u
...empus iuiiIc,h, in U11111111
I di.ulis
pntlerred (ull 154-4,03
LARGE 3 SORM., 2 bath turn. apts
$215/mo. See at 399S 12th St Call 2951607 Summer rata $165

ROOM FOR RENT $60/mo. Private or
Double, Girl Prof Bdrms upstairs.
Private sun yard & BBO, share kitchen &
baths. Cell Don 295-7438.

EARN MS PER MONTH FOR DOING
NOTHING?
It you have an older car with a vinyl top let
us paint hall of it with TOPPER Drive
around 5a968
n1d2eern, $25 per month Call Mr
Wright

1111/11
Large studio. sec, study room.
Heated pools. furn wicarpets
5 min, from campus
Secluded
297-1200

COCKTAIL GIRL & WAITRESS needed
old Red Baron Restaurant In ReidHiliview Airport Interview In person
FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCW STARRING
MATTHAU MM. 37 & 10 PM.
MORRIS DAILEY AUD. SIN ADM,

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Grest atmosphere linen & maid servoce. color
TV , Kitchen INN .tile showers, parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
5/39 to $89/mo 295-9504 or 293-8345.
UNIVERSITY CLUE-Co-ed Beautiful
Spurge. fireplace. grand piano. color T ,
recreation room, 611 priv maid & linens.
parking. Courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From 579/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374.
STUDIO’S $130 Men Only 820 S. 3rd SI
NEW STUDIO APTS. $115 & .120 15
min Rom SJS 5226 Snow Dr S J 226E1112
956 AND UP, nice. comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown. kit. phis.. 283-3010,190
N 511, St
FROM $85/eno. New rooms across the
campus Kit env util pd Men at 99 S
9th. woman 276S 10th SI Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for Inspection Call 295-8514, 295-8526 or 2679585
LA DONNA APIS
1 bedroom opts furn $130, untuf n 1120
who new carpels Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4th SI Call Ben 28883830, John 3565708
1 & 2 bdrvia. apts for rent $80 & $100, 2 & 4
herrn houses tor rent El 75 1250 287.
4900

TYPING, EDITING, FAST, ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTR1C, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTER 030
MARY BRYNER

1 & 2 DORM. APTS., wiw carpet, Idry
facd, prling, Quiet low summer rates, 538
S. 8th St. 09. Call 295-7894.

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free der Free service Cell Esche’s 2512598
Selectric -Thesis,
reports, general typing, letters. etc

Reasonable rates 263-6895
FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIBT
AT 235 E. Santa Oars SI. 294-4492.

NICE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE for
guasbintelligent person 570 96 S 17th
St. 295-7441.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Passports
Commerast Adv. PR, Portrait
CaNar. 275-0598,

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
1415) 965-1158

ONE LARGE SDRM, APT. New shag
rugs Water & garbage pd Available now
Gail 293.7196751 S 2nd St 04

TYPING
40 North 3rd St., Apt. 0823
287-4355

MALE, FEMALE. OR COUPLE NEEDED
in loe 2 bdrrn lum. apt Incl.-00v bdrm..
family rm . den. AEK, w/w carpets.
Across from campus Rent-Beat offer W
& 0 paid Call Den or Helen 294-2984
after (I M-F

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc Near SJCC Mrs. /Wanton
298-4104.
PASSPORTS-I.D, PHOTOS
4 tor $3.50 One den service. 8 em-3 pm.
Sat. 8 em to noon. TINKERBELL STUDIO
1040 The Alameda 53. Call 286-5882

SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished bdrm
convenient to SJSU 5110 Also 1 bdrin
$135 or 2 bdrrn $155 Pool 996-2416 or
321-6573

TYPING-teem papers. etc experienced
end lest. Phone 289-8874.

SERVICES

PRIVATE TUTORING ALL eublects
oroup rates Taught by qualified teachers
in your home Call 293-1618

CHILD CARE-PLAYGROUP, M-F 2-3 yr
olds. Cerlifloaded teacher Multi-cultural
home $3 day or 505 hr 285-5063

Classified Rates
T WO

day

days

Three
dews

Four
dais

Five Earh addi
devy toonal day

225

2.40
290

250

35

300

340
390

3 50
400

35
35

50

50

3 lines

$1 50

200

0 lines

200

5 hoes
6 tines

250
300

250
3 00
350

275
325
375

SO

SO

SO

F a. h add,
0141 1.no
Add

Thr ee

Ao,,n
Announcements,,.
.i
For Sal.

SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room. Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 aft 5.
POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped envelope. Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412, San Frenclico 94104
DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and receive up to
$40/monthly Bring student loon this id
and receive a bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave San Jose. CA 294-8535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm

End ass lewd

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks. $387
inclusive. London departures. Small,
international group camping travel. Ages
18-30 Also Europe, Africa. India; 3-11
wk. Write, Whole Earth Travel, Ltd.. Box
1497. KC.. Mo. 84141
BIKE ACROSS ITALY -2 weeks-Ei 75.R.
Price, 270S. 43rd Boulder. Co. 40303.
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA- Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford (225-7282)
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3 off with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 ion information after 500 296-8600
for reservations or your local travel agent.
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM 5239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL, FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 191131 4517905
1486 52nd St Sscrarnento, Ca 95819
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 matchable fliaht schedules between
June & Sept. to Germany. Amsterdam.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARSARA
LOVE. MICHAEL

England. ..etc Fares start at $159 For
flioht Info. call Richard 274-4613

JO JO
The papa and I send our reoards
Missy

EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leasing San Francisco on 4/14. returning
San Francisco on 4/22. 1 way 599 round
trip $188 Inc! tea. Also Minneapolis $57
each way For Ftioht Info contact
Richard 274-4813

FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCH" STARRING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR. 30.7 &10 PM.
MORRIS DAILEY AUD, 504 ADM.

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER PLIGHTS. Complete domestoo international programs Contact
John, Student Services West. Inc .235 E
Santa Clara. 5710 2137-8301
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Russia end Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter Sigma. including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
111387 San Vicente Blvd, 4 L.A Calif.
90349 TEL 12131 8265669. 826-0955
. _

EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 days. 8 noahts. incl. Mond trio sir-here.
hotel, all transfers plus extras.
Acapulco-$299
For info contact Richard 274-4613 (after
Sow

LOST 8 FOUND
LOST: Woman’s brown cost Left in e
classroom Reward 887-3008
BLACK W
ontents are of value
only to me Reward Call 287-8538

St

Print Your Ad Hare:

(Count app. 37 letters and spaces for each heel

35
Pr int Nome

Phi n

Address

One Day

Check a Classification
n Help *Weil
§
aRemise

NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
Ike people feet Warm Real Like people
in love Petersen & Bishop Photography
Los Gatos. 354-2513. Wedding
photography for people who care.

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing, editing (grad & under) Also
Everything for everybody 379-5018.

LARGE 2 SORM APT. lust painted. Brand
new couch W
G pd Summer rates
evadable. Rent $155/mo Prkng. pets 010
293-7796

One

$4.
W

se

ATTRACTIVE, LARGE, CORNER room
in quiet home Ideal for study. Parking,
kitchen pnv. near campus. Serious,
mature man $75/mo. 288-9154.

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
k-harter Feghts International, call campus rep Barbara Nevins, 286-11416.

PERSONALS
MENI - WOMEN
JOBS ON SHIP& No experience reduffed Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer 100 or career Send $2.
lor information. SEAFAX. Dept. E-18,
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles. Washington
98362.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s- Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tambora - 1924 Harris
Telephone, 371-0395 San Jose

ROOM FOR RENT $115/mo. plus WI, on
an east side farm in SJ Non-smoker.
Complete house privileges Call 2380406

FIGURE MODELING position Lot but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physmally peNect. $5
to $75/5r Periodic Box 1365, Mt. View,

OTIS ELEVATOR CO. Is recruiting 4 / 9 /
73 for sales engrg. trainee, majors mg:
BS/ME. MBA WI BS / ME EE, Recruiter
S Julian Smith, Mgr 286-3685

TYPING in my North side home
reasonable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
263-2739.

Coly
nets
Services
Transportatoon
AAAAA

SEND CHECK MONEY 05006 05
CASH CO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 83114

En los od *5
Uoadoine 1
Colosuor trier.
No rolunds
PHONE 277

P

1.i5y

-so dery prior In publor moon
pukiccalion dalbs only
in cam. tied 4tit
3175

